
DD Tarp 3x3 - SPEC SHEET

Our recommended shelter for hammock campers of all experience levels, the DD Tarp 3x3 offers reliable storm
protection wherever you go. Its 19 tough reinforced attachment points offer a huge number of setup options, and its 
durability has made it the Tarp of choice for bushcraft & survival schools, the Armed Forces and countless wild campers 
worldwide!

With the perfect dimensions for our regular sized hammocks, the Tarp 3x3 is what we recommend as ample cover for a 
single person plus gear. Arrange it in an A-frame or diamond over your hammock for all-round protection, or simply use it 
to extend a porch on your tent. Cook underneath it, use it as a ground sheet, craft it into a tipi-tent... The possibilities are 
countless!

The ideal hammock shelter

SIZE:
1 person shelter
3m x3m

PACKED SIZE:
24 cm x 14cm x 4cm

WEIGHT:
790g (tarp only)

COLOURS:
Olive green
Coyote brown
Sunset orange
Jet black
MC

WHAT IS INCLUDED:
• Tarp
• 4 pegs and guy lines in a bag

• Stuff Sack

FEATURES:
19 tough reinforced attachment
points: 16 around the sides and
corners, and 3 along the centre
(ridge line).
The central seam is taped and
fully waterproof.
All side attachment points have
reinforced PVC patches and are
incredibly strong.

MATERIAL:
190T polyester with PU 3000mm
waterproof coating

USES: 
The perfect size to provide
complete protection for most of
our hammocks (and still
provide dry living, storage or 
cooking space around the
hammock).
It can also be used to extend 
a tent porch, and can set up in 
ground configurations such as a 
tarp tent, bivi, day shelter or used 
as a ground sheet.

Waterproof Windproof Versatile Compact

Watch a brief Intro video

http://www.ddhammocks.com/hammock_tv/video/10#video_49


A-Frame
The most common set-up for this tarp.

The tarp can be hung from a rope (ridge line) between two trees using the 
central attachment points on top.

Once the centre line is in place the 4 corners can be pegged out using the
guy ropes and then additional side points pegged out if required.

Click here to view video tutorial.

Diamond
End-to-end protection.

A useful set-up option for use with hammocks in windy conditions when
rain can blow in from the ends.

Simply tie two corners to two trees or posts, and then using the pegs and
guy lines peg the other two corners into the ground to create the diamond
set-up as shown.

In very strong winds you can also tie out some of the other attachment
points to create a solid shelter.

Lean-to
Great for a day shelter or for up to 3 people sleeping on the ground.

Various lean-to shelter styles can be created by pegging one side of the 
tarp down to the ground, and using the rest of the attachment points to 
increase the height or the amount of roof cover.

Useful if you are on the move, the lean-to shelter can be set up in minutes
and provides a great shelter for lunch or rest stops.

Ground/Bivi Shelter
Great for day shelter or for up to 3 people sleeping on the ground.

Ground or Bivi set-ups allow you to sleep under the tarp on the ground.
These styles of shelters can be achieved without trees. Using a hiking pole
or strong sticks to support, the rest can be pegged to the ground or to 
posts as needed.

With the large number of attachment points it is easy to adjust these 
setups to suit the weather conditions and number of people.

Tarp-tent
There are many tarp tent set-ups possible using the DD 3x3 Tarp.

Now we’re getting into tarp origami! This looks fairly complex but in fact 
is easy to achieve - a hiking pole or a stick with padding on top is ideal to 
support the tarp from inside, and the rest is pegged to the ground.

Click here to watch video tutorial for a tarp tent.

DD Tarp 3x3 set-up options:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/hammock_tv/video/10#video_49
http://www.ddhammocks.com/hammock_tv/video/10#video_15

